LPB PUBLISHING SERVICES
Welcome to Lucas Park Books (LPB), your one-stop-shop for professionally transforming your manuscript into a
published book. With nearly 100 years of experience in the publishing industry, we offer you
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

eye-catching cover designs
expert interior designs
professional typesetting
flexible on-demand printing
simple system
worldwide distribution through bookstores and online venues
royalties for sales through retail channels

Additional professional services, such as proofreading, ISBN assignment,
copyright registration, and retail database listing are among
the other options available in our publishing packages
and add-on services.
See how we can take your manuscript and
turn it into a published book in as little
as three months (production time can
vary based on services requested and
the length and complexity of your
manuscript).
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overview—How the Self-Publishing System Works

You in Control
YOU retain all the rights to your work. Period. We provide our expertise, talent
and tools to transform your manuscript into a published book. You can go
to publication and distribution with us and still work with agents and other
publishers—no restrictions. YOU make the decisions about the look of your
book—from cover design to interior page design—and YOU decide how many
books you want to purchase at a time, selecting from one of our flexible, lowquantity printing options.

to purchase books or a link to the Amazon.com purchasing page. LPB will also
prepare the Search-Inside-the-Book (SIB) PDF file and upload it to Amazon
free of charge. The SIB file allows customers to view the front and back cover,
front matter, table of contents, introduction, and the first chapter before buying.
History shows that having this file available increases the likelihood of a
purchase. We can also help you with traditional marketing materials, such as
professionally designed four-color flyers, postcards, and bookmarks. (See our
Custom Plus package for more details.)

Complete Publishing Solution
Publishing Services
We provide complete cover design, interior page design, typesetting, graphic/
image placement, table creation, proofreading and more all under one roof.
You pick the services you want from a variety of publishing packages and addon services.
Distribution and Royalties
We set your retail price based on your finished book page length and use this
price as the selling price of your book. We then upload your book information
to book distributor databases including Baker & Taylor, Ingram, and Amazon.
You will earn royalties of 14% of net sales through bookstore and distributor
channels. (Author print purchases through LPB do not earn royalties.) We will
report these net sales on a yearly basis (year end of December 31) and send you
a royalty check the following March 31.
Printing
We provide you with print-on-demand manufacturing so you can control the
inventory you keep on hand to sell to your customers. You earn an author's
discount off the retail price of your book for all copies you have printed for
your personal inventory. You can then sell your personal inventory at full retail
price to your customers and keep the profit. Some of our publishing packages
also come with some complimentary printed copies.
Marketing
You are responsible for marketing your book. A “How to Market and Promote
Your Book” section is included on the LPB Web site to help you get started.
LPB will also create a product page on our web site with your book and author
information. This page also allows links for customers to contact you directly
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Quick Guide to the process
1. Select a publishing package.
a. Choose any Add-on Services you may want.
b. Determine what the book will look like by selecting design options.
2. Request or download the Publishing Services Order Form.
3. Fill out the Publishing Services Order Form.
4. Prepare your manuscript according to Submission Requirements at the
back of this booklet (page S1).
5. Mail in all your content and order forms.
6. LPB designs your book and provides all selected services.
7. Approve your proof.
8. LPB uploads your book to bookstore/distributor databases and sets up
your LPB website book page.
9.	Order books for your personal inventory and get them delivered to you
by requesting or downloading the Printing Order Form.
10. Receive royalty check on net retail sales earned through bookstore/
distributor channels (as of Dec. 31) on the following March 31. (Author
purchases through LPB do not earn royalties.)
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digging deeper—publishing Packages

The Publishing Packages
Five Publishing Packages Designed
to Fit Your Specific Needs!
Choose from our five publishing
packages: Classic, Custom, Custom Plus,
Children’s Book Color or File Furnished.
Our packages include our professional
design, typesetting, and consultation
services to ensure a top-quality finished
book.
All packages include the assignment of
an ISBN number (allowing your book to
be carried in bookstores), uploading your
book to major bookstore/distributor
databases for worldwide distribution,
and a book product page on the LPB
Web site. Additionally, some packages
include graphic/table placement within
the text and complimentary softcover
(paperback) printed books.
We also offer a host of other services
related to editorial, typesetting, and
marketing.
The Publishing Packages Chart at right
and the Add-on Services Chart on the
next page give you a complete list of our
services.

NOW AVAILABLE—
NEW TRIM SIZES

Classic
5.5 X 8.5, 7 X 10,
8.25 X 11

FILE FURNISHED
5.5 X 8.5, 6 X 9,
7 X 10, 8.25 X11

Custom
5.5 X 8.5, 7 X 10,
8.25 X 11

CUSTOM PLUS
5.5 X 8.5, 7 X 10,
8.25 X 11

Package Pricing

$529

$249

$999

$1,699

Free author copies
* Author discount on additional printed book orders
**20 to 249 copies
250 to 499 copies
500 or more copies
Hardcover option
COVER DESIGN
Template design choices
Font choices
Design can include image(s)
Consultation time w/designer
INTERIOR DESIGN
Template design choices
Font choices

0

0

10

10

40%
45%
55%

40%
45%
55%
y

40%
45%
55%
y

40%
45%
55%
y

40%
45%
55%

3
3

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

8
8
y
y–1 hr

8
8
y
y–1 hr

designer consult
8
y
y–1/2 hr

3
1

n/a
n/a

5
3

5
3

designer consult
11

n/a

y–1/2 hr

y–1/2 hr

y–1-1/2 hrs

Consultation time w/designer

$499 FOR FIRST
24 PGS
2

20 included in first
24 pages
n/a

Placement of graphics

1

n/a

10

10

Placement of tables
INDUSTRY REGISTRATIONS
International Standard Book Number (ISBN)
Copyright Registration
MARKETING
Bookstore retail database listings
Search Inside PDF on Amazon
Worldwide distribution
* Royalty on net retail sales through bookstore
retail channels
Sales flyer, PDF format
Deluxe Printed Sales Kit
100 ea. flyers, postcards, bookmarks
EDITORIAL Proofreading (first 40,000 words)
E-book Distribution on Kindle

1

n/a

5

5

y

y

y
y

y
y

y

y
y
y

y
y
y

y
y
y

y
y
y

y
y
y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

E-book distribution
through Lucasparkbooks.com

* Royalties will be paid on bookstore/retail channel sales, not on author purchases through LPB
LPB pub ser 20120912

CHILDREN’S
BOOK COLOR
7 X 10, 8.5 X 11

y
y
y
15% off add-on
service

**20 copies is the minimum order
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digging deeper—Add-on Services, Book Production, and Delivery
ADD-ON SERVICES/CHARGES
Manuscript Delivery
Changes (typos, punctuation, spelling, add or
delete text after book has been typeset)
Cover Changes (back, front or spine)
Expedite fee for Classic and Children’s Packages			
Custom Package			
Custom Plus Package			
Copyediting*
Proofreading†
Paper Text & Cover Proof† (PDF proof provided free)
Extensive Text Styling/Design

$25+$2.00 each (“each” is defined
as per sentence affected)
$30 per 1/2 hr.
$300.00
$400.00
$500.00
$0.015 per word
$0.013 per word
$60
$75 minimum charge
(Exact fee to be quoted upon review of the manuscript.)

Citation Notes
50 or less
$75
More than 50
$75+$0.50 for each note more than 50
Indexing Services		
Publisher provides, per mss word
$0.014 per word
Author provides
$100
Copyright Registration
$250
Library of Congress Number
$100
Data/Keyboard Entry (from typewriter copy)
$3.50 per page
Word Document Clean-up
$50 per hour
CD Archive
$100
Graphics\images (extra beyond publishing package)
x $15 each
Graphics\tables (extra beyond publishing package)
x $15 each
Scan graphics from hard copy
x $15 each
Color adjust a cover photo
x $30 per 1/2 hr
Create a high-resolution graphic
x $30 per 1/2 hr
Original cover design (‘from scratch”)
$500, plus you pay for art, photos, etc.
including 1 hour phone consultation
Furnished Cover
$150
Printing Sales Flyers			
Black ink on colored paper
$20 for 50/ $25 for 100 plus shipping
Colored ink on white paper
$40 for 50/ $65 for 100 plus shipping
Deluxe Printed Sales Kit
$425 plus shipping

Once you have decided on the publishing package and add-on
services that best fit your manuscript needs, make sure your
manuscript is ready to send to LPB. You will need to carefully
review the Submission Requirements (page S1) and prepare your
manuscript for delivery.
When your manuscript is ready for delivery, fill out the Publishing
Services Order Form and decide your method of payment. Then
mail everything to LPB.
Book Production and Delivery
We will carefully review your order form along with the manuscript,
and call you (or e-mail you) to acknowledge receipt of the order.
If there are any manuscript or ordering concerns, we will go over
them with you before we begin any work.
Once all pieces are in place, LPB will begin copyediting/
proofreading (if requested) design, layout, and typesetting of your
cover and text.
We will send you a PDF proof of the cover and text for your
approval. If any changes are requested on the proof, we will make
the changes, you will pay for the changes, and we will send you
another proof for your final approval.
LPB will print any complimentary copies that may be part of your
publishing package and deliver them to the destination of your
choice.

(100 each color flyers, postcards, bookmarks)

E-book Services
E-Book Distribution on Kindle only
E-Book Distribution on Lucas Park Books,
Adobe Digital Editions (ADE) DRM protected

$1.50 per finished page
$99 + $1.50 per finished page

*Requires that your manuscript be a MS Word file.
†
If a paper proof is requested with proofreading or copyediting, additional costs apply for entering changes.

Pricing subject to change (due to market fluctuations) with a 30-day notice.
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digging deeper—Printing and Selling Your Book

Your Book’s Retail Price and Ordering Printed Books
Your manuscript will become a different page length in the printed and bound
book format. We will provide you with the final page length when you see
your final PDF page proofs. This page count is used to establish the retail price
of your book which will be the price of your book for online and bookstore/
retail channel sales and any author purchases you make.
When your book has the final page length determined you can order books.
Calculating Your Purchasing Discount
Your purchasing discount is based on the quantity you purchase of a specific
title/ISBN, per order as follows:
n If you order 20 to 249 copies, your discount is 40% (20 is the minimum order)
n If you order 250 to 499 copies, your discount is 45%
n If you order 500 plus copies, your discount is 55%

The chart below helps you calculate the price of each book based on the final
page count of your book and how many you are ordering.
5.5 x 8.5 or 7 x 10 or 8.25 x 11
Pages
48-76 Perf

Paperback
Retail
11.99

Hardcover
Retail
n/a

Ordering Printed Books
Ordering is simple. You simply fill out and sign the Printing Order Form and
send payment. We will ship your books directly to the destination of your
choice. You will pay for printing at an author discounted rate plus shipping.
(these author purchases do not earn royalties).
Selling Your Books
LPB will upload your book information onto the bookstore/retail databases
and send you your electronic sales flyer (if your package includes that service).
You are now able to start selling your book to your customers. Your customers
can place their orders through online outlets or bookstores (for which you will
be paid royalties) or your customers can buy them directly from your personal
inventory, so you can start earning money right away.
LPB will also set up a LPB book product page on www.lucasparkbooks.com
according to some choices you make. This will be an additional selling tool
for you. You can decide to take your customer orders or send them through
Amazon.com.

Paperback
20-249 copies

40% Discount

250-499 copies
45% Discount

Hardcover (Custom and Custom Plus Only)
500 plus copies
55% Discount

7.19

6.59

5.40

20-249 copies

40% Discount

250-499 copies

45% Discount

500 plus copies

55% Discount

80-104

12.99

n/a

7.79

7.14

5.85

108-172

14.99

26.99

8.99

8.24

6.75

16.19

14.84

12.14

176-236

16.99

28.99

10.19

9.34

7.65

17.39

15.94

13.04

240-300

19.99

31.99

11.99

10.99

9.00

19.19

17.59

14.39

304-364

21.99

33.99

13.19

12.09

9.90

20.39

18.69

15.29

368-428

24.99

36.99

14.99

13.74

11.25

22.19

20.34

16.64

432-492

27.99

39.99

16.79

15.39

12.59

23.99

21.99

17.99

7 x 10 or 8.5 x 11 color

Paperback
20-249 copies

250-499 copies

Hardcover
500 plus copies

Pages

Paperback
Retail

Hardcover
Retail

4-16

9.99

n/a

5.99

5.49

4.50

20-48 Sad

16.99

n/a

10.19

9.34

7.65

48-72 Perf

21.99

n/a

13.19

12.09

9.90

73-108 Perf

28.99

n/a

17.39

15.94

13.05

40% Discount

45% Discount

55% Discount

• All books will have a spine. Note that
books under 100 pages have no text
on the spine. Books 100–120 pages
will have very small all-caps words on
the spine.
• Hardcover printed books are only
available with 108 finished book pages
and higher.
• 20 copies is our minimum order

Not Available

All prices plus shipping. All books ship UPS Ground.
LPB pub ser 20120912
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Making Decisions—Choosing a Package and Services

Take a close look at what each publishing package has to offer so you can decide which one best fits your manuscript.

classic
Trim Sizes available: 5.5 x 8.5, 7 x 10 and 8.25 x 11
The classic Package is especially suited for text-only books and offers:
n eye-catching design and quality production while keeping your costs to a minimum
n your choice of interior page layouts, cover designs, and fonts
n professional typesetting and production of your manuscript to make it print-manufacturing-ready
n placement of one graphic/chart/table

custom
Trim Sizes available: 5.5 x 8.5, 7 x 10 with or without sidebar text, 8.25 x 11 with or without sidebar text
The Custom Package offers all of the great features of the Classic package with some special “extras.”
n your own photos and artwork
n highlighting of selected text on a page design that features sidebars (in the 7 x 10 or 8.25 x 11
trim sizes only)
n up to 11/2 hours of consultation time with our designer to help you make decisions about your cover
and interior layout and implement choices made
n placement of 15 photos/graphics/tables at no extra cost
n copyright registration
n 10 free copies of your book
n an option to get a hardcover version of your book
n a professionally designed sales flyer in PDF format for your promotional needs
n the opportunity to request an original cover design for an additional $500 plus the cost of the original
artwork

custom Plus
Trim Sizes available: 5.5 x 8.5, 7 x 10 with or without sidebar text, 8.25 x 11 with or without sidebar text
The Custom Plus Package offers:
n all the great features offered in the Custom Package
			
PLUS
n proofreading services (includes the first 40,000 words of your manuscript)
n deluxe promotional package (contains 100 each of four-color printed flyers, postcards and bookmarks)

LPB pub ser 20120912

Children’s Book color
Full color inside and on cover
Trim Sizes available: 7 x 10 and 8.5 x 11
n You supply the digitally formatted artwork,

ready for placement along with the
manuscript for your interior and cover.
n You receive up to two hours of consultation
time with our designer to develop the design
for your cover and interior.
n Pricing starts at $499 for up to 24 interior
pages with 20 of those pages having artwork
that you provide.
n Every additional four pages added to the book
is $48 plus $15 for each piece of digitally
provided artwork.

Finished Book Supplied
Trim Sizes available: 5.5 x 8.5, 6 x 9*, 7 x 10,
8.25 x 11, 8.5 x 11 (color only)
n We will assign an ISBN number, create a bar
code, provide cover spine width and PDF
setup requirements.
n We will review your files when they come in
and let you know if they are ready for print
manufacturing.
n You will be responsible for handling all the
technical requirements of preparing your PDF
files to our guidelines.
*6 x 9 trim size is available for this package only

If you have a project that goes beyond what is
mentioned here, we will be happy to provide a quote
for you if you e-mail your request to
lucasparkbooks@chalicepress.com.
LPB Publishing Services
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Making Decisions—Choosing Templates and Fonts—Text Templates

4

If you are selecting the Classic Package, choose one of the text templates on this page (T1, T2, or T3).

Each template on this page (Classic T1, T2, and T3) offers unique details on the chapter start page
and a variety of trim sizes. Your book will have running headers using the book title on the even
numbered pages and the chapter title on the odd numbered pages. The font will be Palatino.

2 Title of Book Goes Here

Title of Chapter Goes Here

In reading from Isaiah 61:1–2, Jesus connects his mission and ministry to the
anointed one in Isaiah 61:1–2. He omits, however, the reference to the day of vengeance
of God, and then tells his audience, “Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your
hearing” (Lk. 4:21). Throughout the gospels, and in particular Luke’s gospel, Jesus
proclaims the year of the Lord’s favor (Lk. 4:19) through the works that he does among
all God’s people.
1. He liberates people from physical suffering (e.g., Lk. 5:12–16; 7:1–10). Can you
think of an example of this scripture?

2. In compassionately restoring people’s lives, he brings them justice. Give an
example of this.

3. Jesus’ whole mission and ministry was to restore people to right relationship
with God and with one another. Give a scripture that shows this.

He liberates people from physical suffering (e.g., Lk. 5:12–16; 7:1–10), from death
(e.g., Lk. 7:11–17), from being possessed by demons (e.g., Lk. 4:31–37; 8:26–39), from
narrow interpretations of the Law (e.g., Lk. 6:1–5; 10:25–37), and, most especially, from
sin (e.g., Lk. 5:17–26). In compassionately restoring people’s lives, he brings them justice.
In confronting the deeds of the Pharisees and lawyers (Lk. 11:37–53; cf. Mt. 23:1–36,
especially v. 26), he offers “recovery of sight to the blind” to whose focus is on the
written law that divides instead of on the law written within the heart that unites (see
Jer. 31:31–34; cf. Mt. 22:34–40; Lk. 10:25–37). Jesus’ whole mission and ministry was
to proclaim the jubilee year, to restore people to right relationship with God and with
one another, and to redeem them from the shackles of sin. He worked at these tasks up
to the point of his death, and accomplished them through his death and resurrection,
whereby, similar to the prophets before him, he interceded for God’s people (cf. Hos.
6:1–3; Mic. 6:6–8), reconciling all to God forever through the divine gift of forgiveness
and reconciliation (Lk. 23:34; cf. Col. 1:15—20).

3

12:15–21 and Luke 4:16–30. Matthew 12:15–21 presents the evangelist’s
understanding of Jesus’ mission and ministry, which connects to Isaiah 42:1–4. Luke
4:16–30 presents the author’s description of Jesus declaring his mission and ministry
to those gathered in the synagogue. In reading from Isaiah 61:1–2, Jesus connects his
mission and ministry to the anointed one in Isaiah 61:1–2. He omits, however, the
reference to the day of vengeance of God, and then tells his audience, “Today this
scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing” (Lk. 4:21). Throughout the gospels, and in
particular Luke’s gospel, Jesus proclaims the year of the Lord’s favor (Lk. 4:19) through
the works that he does among all God’s people.
He liberates people from physical suffering (e.g., Lk. 5:12–16; 7:1–10), from death
(e.g., Lk. 7:11–17), from being possessed by demons (e.g., Lk. 4:31–37; 8:26–39), from
narrow interpretations of the Law (e.g., Lk. 6:1–5; 10:25–37), and, most especially, from
sin (e.g., Lk. 5:17–26). In compassionately restoring people’s lives, he brings them justice.
In confronting the deeds of the Pharisees and lawyers (Lk. 11:37–53; cf. Mt. 23:1–36,
especially v. 26), he offers “recovery of sight to the blind” to whose focus is on the
written law that divides instead of on the law written within the heart that unites (see
Jer. 31:31–34; cf. Mt. 22:34–40; Lk. 10:25–37). Jesus’ whole mission and ministry was
to proclaim the jubilee year, to restore people to right relationship with God and with
one another, and to redeem them from the shackles of sin. He worked at these tasks up
to the point of his death, and accomplished them through his death and resurrection,
whereby, similar to the prophets before him, he interceded for God’s people (cf. Hos.
6:1–3; Mic. 6:6–8), reconciling all to God forever through the divine gift of forgiveness
and reconciliation (Lk. 23:34; cf. Col. 1:15—20).
This was Jesus’ greatest act of justice, accomplished through compassion and peace
on his part. He did not demand the lives of his oppressors, and throughout his entire
mission and ministry he worked for justice among all so that peace could take root
and flourish within all and among all. Perhaps one of the greatest works of justice
for the sake of peace was Jesus’ message to and work among the Gentiles. Matthew
understands Jesus’ mission to include proclaiming justice to the Gentiles (Mt. 12:18),
bringing justice to victory (Mt. 12:20), and giving the Gentiles hope (Mt. 12:21; cf.
Lk. 2:29–32). In the context of Matthew’s world, a rift existed between the Jews and
the Gentiles. Although Jesus’ mission is focused primarily on “the lost sheep of the
house of Israel” (Mt. 10:6), a Canaanite woman—a Gentile—challenges this focus
and succeeds in enlarging his sense of mission and ministry (Mt. 15:21–28), thereby
extending justice to the Gentiles. Jesus’ reinterpretation of the Law, however, is what
essentially gives them hope and brings them justice. No longer are they excluded from
covenant relationship and salvation based on circumcision and the external practice
of the Mosaic Law.
Love, as the fulfillment of the Law and the prophets, opens the door for them (see
Mt. 22:34–40). Right relationship, eclipsed in Deuteronomy 6:4–6 and 10:12—16 and
proclaimed in Isaiah 56:1–8, provides the Gentiles with a place at the table, a place
that some non-Gentiles would rather they not have. Jesus’ mission and ministry to
the Gentiles is limited in scope during his lifetime as viewed in the gospels. It reaches
its climax and fullness, however, through Paul (see Rom. 11:13). Both the Acts of the
Apostles and the writings of Paul shed light on the divine activity within the lives of
the Gentiles. They hear and receive the good news (Acts 10:34—43); are recipients of
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Title of Chapter Goes Here

Subtitle Here if Supplied

Subtitle Here if Supplied

Matthew 12:15–21 presents the evangelist’s understanding of Jesus’ mission and
ministry, which connects to Isaiah 42:1–4. Luke 4:16–30 presents the author’s description
of Jesus declaring his mission and ministry to those gathered in the synagogue. In
reading from Isaiah 61:1–2, Jesus connects his mission and ministry to the anointed
one in Isaiah 61:1–2. He omits, however, the reference to the day of vengeance of God,
and then tells his audience, “Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing”
(Lk. 4:21). Throughout the gospels, and in particular Luke’s gospel, Jesus proclaims
the year of the Lord’s favor (Lk. 4:19) through the works that he does among all God’s
people.
1. He liberates people from physical suffering (e.g., Lk. 5:12–16; 7:1–10). Can you
think of an example of this scripture?

2. In compassionately restoring people’s lives, he brings them justice. Give an
example of this.

3. Jesus’ whole mission and ministry was to restore people to right relationship
with God and with one another. Give a scripture that shows this.

1

Classic T1
• centered chapter heading
• centered chapter numeral
• 5.5 x 8.5 or 7 x 10 trim size
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Classic T2
• flush right chapter numeral
• flush left chapter title (and subtitle if
included)
• 5.5 x 8.5 or 7 x 10 trim size

Classic T3
• flush right chapter numeral
• flush left chapter title (and subtitle if included)
• decorative border surrounding text on every page
• 8.25 x 11 trim size

LPB Publishing Services
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Making Decisions—Choosing Templates and Fonts—Text Templates

4 If you are selecting either the custom Package or the custom PLUS Package, choose one of the text templates on this
page (T4 or T5) or choose a Classic Package template from the previous page (T1, T2, or T3).

        4

Choose your font from Palatino, Cremona, or Baskerville. (See chart on page 12.)

Each template on this page (Custom T4 and T5) offers unique details on the chapter
start page and a variety of trim sizes. Your book will have running headers using the
book title on the even numbered pages and the chapter title on the odd numbered
pages. You select the font from three choices.

4

Soulful leaders take
risks.

Do you follow your
soul in making
decisions?

Making Shifts without Making Waves

Making Shifts without Making Waves—Is It Possible?

The problem is organizations take longer to change than
people do. Why is institutional change more difficult?
Because it is so complex. Not only does it require time,
vision and leadership, it involves a greater number of
people, their commitment and the development of a
shared purpose. Institutional transformation relies on
human evolution that grows slowly, then finally hits the
mark.4

Leaders using the coach approach help their organizations
to not only weather the storm, but also to meet the challenge
of making shifts without causing further destructive waves.
Coaching allows the waves to subside to ripples that gradually
allow the individual and/or the organization to embrace and
create change. This is the beginning step to transformation.

5

One Person Can Make a Difference!

So often in the emotions that surround change, tempers flare,
personal conflicts emerge, and relationships dissolve amidst
differing personal agendas and efforts to “be right.” One powerful
question often can “bottom line” the issue: “Do we want to be
right, or do we want the relationship?” Notice, as Eddie shares
two powerful personal experiences, how much power one person
can have when seeking to make shifts without making waves.
One of the most powerful pieces in the Reaching People Under
40 While Keeping People Over 60 book is my “grandmother story.”
During my college years, my home church invited me to serve
as a part-time staff person. I was assigned the responsibility of
moving my grandmother’s Sunday school class. This sounded
simple enough to me, since the fire marshal had declared that
new rules required that our baby nursery be moved closer to an
outside exit. My grandmother’s class was near an exit, their room
was much more spacious, and their membership was declining.
Another factor assured me of the ease of this assignment. Most
A New Perspective for New Challenges
of the ladies in her class had diapered me in the nursery during
Many leaders and organizations would like to avoid change,
my toddler years.
ignore the need, or deny the pressing realities and shifts around
Suffice it to say that the idea, though practical and “required
them. In fact, many have been and remain in denial. That is why
by the fire marshal” was not readily accepted by the Sunday school
so many organizations and leaders have become irrelevant in
class. They had been in that room for several decades and had
the postmodern world. In the increasingly rapid change of this
made it “their own.” My grandmother was not happy either. So
postmodern age, denial or avoidance is no longer an option. The
much so that she closed the door on our regular Sunday lunches
waves are here; the need for shifts are paramount. Now we must
at her house. She also declared that she and I would pray and
face it—we’re in the storm. We can let it destroy us, or we can
dialogue to discover what could be done—now that I had “torn up
learn to ride the waves of healthy change and transition.
her Sunday school class.” Her wisdom guided our relationship for
A new approach is needed to help today’s leaders make shifts
the next painful months. She eventually discovered, and declared
without making waves that destroy. One such approach can be
to me and to her peers, “I have come to understand that my [our]
found in the profession of coaching. The coach approach has
personal comfort is not as important as this church’s mission.”
helped leaders focus their lives and find their purpose. The coach
After she revealed this new conviction to her fellow classmates,
approach can help those same leaders manage their organizations
they picked up their chairs and moved to a small room, creating
through change. Such change brings gale force uncertainty and
space in their old room for a nursery that was growing. We never
surging uneasiness. A coach approach lets leaders put their
heard another complaint from them, and they became engaged in
Change creates a storm crashingministering
on the shorelines
of our and their families.
organizational ships out to sea to maneuver in the storm, knowing
to the newborns
time.
that high winds and storm surges will damage any vessel
moored
Another personal illustration happened during the days
A small business increases sales and profits by 50 percent, but
in the port of predictability and the harbor of habit. Allowing
when I (Eddie) was battling heart trouble and facing open-heart
cannot
get
an
extension
of
its
credit
line
at the bank. In fact, the
flexibility of movement and openness of pliability is needed for
surgery. My family’s expectation was always that our pastor,
bank
wants
to
reduce
the
line
of
credit
by
half.
Will
the
waves
of
healthy productive change.
or the pastors of family members who went to other churches,
insufficient capital drown the growing business?
A fighting family finds peace in a new city and a new church.
Then a new peer group forms for the children, leading them to
resent and rebel against their stepfather and his and their mother’s Postmodernity is most
new faith. Will the waves of anger and resentment destroy what often a mind-set and
attitude that is not just
appeared to be a growing relationship of love and respect?
A successful businessman suddenly realizes life has lost any representative of an
meaning it ever had. What can this man, filled with pain and age group.
lacking a clear purpose, do? How does a person get untangled
from the bondage of addictive and dysfunctional behaviors
that continue to rob him of freedom, healthy relationships, and
fulfillment of his destiny?
A growing, strong, traditional church changes pastors and
leadership. Quarrels develop between the pastor and the music
minister. The rousing hymnal and anthem music had been the
talk of the town, drawing new members from all around and
filling the auditorium for special music programs. Suddenly,
the same programs fail to attract people. The crowds swarm the
new independent church down the road with its huge screens,
contemporary music, movie clips, and loud praise band. Waves
are beginning to roar in the traditional church. What can they do
to make shifts in their programs and goals without drowning in
Even worse, often old tools and outdated methods cause
more problems than they solve. It is becoming more and more
challenging for leaders to lead their businesses or organizations
and also remain students, themselves. Yet soulful leaders must
acquire deeper learnings to sharpen their own skills and to
stay abreast of all the constant changes. Cultural and global
challenges abound, providing new horizons for most leaders and
organizations. Walking into these waves without getting wiped
out or consumed by rip tides is a skill. Learning to read the waves
and time behaviors allows one to ride the waves, making the shifts
that are needed. Leadership is critical, but the right leadership
skills are even more critical, regardless of the organization you
are in or are leading. The age of change makes it increasingly
important for leaders not to just do things right but to do the right
things for the new emerging world.

The coach approach
has helped leaders
focus their lives and
find their purpose.

One person can make
a difference!

1

Chapter Title Goes Here
Subtitle here if needed

Chapter Title Goes Here
and Continues
Subtitle Here if Supplied

Custom T4
• chapter number centered with
decoration above and below
• chapter title centered
• 5.5 x 8.5 OR 7 x 10 trim size
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Custom T5
• chapter number flush right
• chapter title flush left
• highlighted text in sidebars on all pages
• 8.25 x 11 OR 7 x 10 trim size
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Making Decisions—Choosing Templates and Fonts— Cover Templates
If you are selecting the Classic Package, choose one of the cover templates on this page (C1, C2, or C3).

4

Choose your font from three options. (See chart on page 12.)

4

Choose your background color.

4

Classic C3

Provide an author photo for the back cover (optional).
Classic C2

Classic C1

• Solid horizontal areas of taupe and tan, and you choose the
third color from the samples below.
• Optional decorative symbol on front cover (see detail
below for choices)

• Solid areas of taupe and cream, and you choose the
third color from the samples below.

This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of book.
This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of the
book. This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of
the book. This space can be used for a description or an endorsement
of the book. This space can be used for a description or an
endorsement of book. This space can be used for a description or an
endorsement of the book. This space can be used for a description or
an endorsement of the book. This space can be used for a description
or an endorsement of the book.

Book Title in
This Space
Book Subtitle Goes
in This Space

This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of book.
This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of the
book. This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of
the book. This space can be used for a
description or an endorsement of the
book.
Author’s nAme and biography
here. Author’s biography here. Author’s
biography here. Author’s biography here.
Author’s biography here. Author’s
biography here. Author’s biography here.
Author’s biography here.

4

Book
Title
in This
Space
Book Subtitle Goes
in This Space

e
Author’s Name Here

AuThor’S NAme here

4

Author’s Name

Author’s nAme and biography here.
Author’s biography here. Author’s
biography here. Author’s biography here.
Author’s biography here. Author’s
biography here. Author’s biography here.
Author’s biography here.

e

AuThor’S NAme

This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of book.
This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of the
book. This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of
the book. This space can be used for a description or an endorsement
of the book.

This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of book.
This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of the
book. This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of
the book. This space can be used for a description or an endorsement
of the book. This space can be used for a description or an
endorsement of book. This space can be used for a description or an
endorsement of the book. This space can be used for a description or
an endorsement of the book.
This is the name of an endorser of the book

Book Title Goes Here

This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of book.
This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of the
book. This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of
the book. This space can be used for a description or an endorsement
of the book. This space can be used for a description or an
endorsement of book. This space can be used for a description or an
endorsement of the book. This space can be used for a description or
an endorsement of the book. This space can be used for a description
or an endorsement of the book.

Book Title Goes here

This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of book.
This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of the
book. This space can be used for a description or an endorsement of
the book. This space can be used for a description or an endorsement
of the book. This space can be used for a description or an
endorsement of book. This space can be used for a description or an
endorsement of the book. This space can be used for a description or
an endorsement of the book.
This is the name of an endorser of the book

• Solid background color you choose from the samples
below
• Title (and subtitle if applicable) featured in a box of
contrasting color
• Optional decorative symbol on front cover (see detail
below for choices)

Choose one of the eight color selections for the dark area of your cover.
Book

Book

Book

Book

Book

Book

Book

Book

1–green

2–purple

3–teal

4–dark blue

5–maroon

6–olive

7–brown

8–brick

Colors shown here may vary slightly from final printed books.

Choose one of the eight decorative symbols for covers C2 and C3 (optional).

ey
1 leaf		
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;
3 sun

vvy z
4 diamond

5 cross

6 book

7 cloverleaf
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If you are selecting either the custom Package or the custom PLUS Package, choose one of the cover templates on this
page and the next (C4–C8) or choose a Classic Package template from the previous page (C1, C2, or C3).

     4 Choose your font from eight options. (See chart on page 12)
4 If you select cover template C4, C5, C6, C7, or C8 you provide the artwork/illustration/photo that you want used.
4 Provide an author photo for the back cover (optional).

Custom C4
• Small framed graphic (you supply) centered
• Color-coordinated background chosen by the
designer based on the colors in your graphic
• Choice of dark or light color palette (Example shows
dark and light color palettes using the same graphic)
• Centered title, subtitle, and author name
• Optional author photo on back cover

Custom C5
• Large, prominent title and subtitle
• Medium-sized graphic (you supply) framed in center of layout
• Color-coordinated background chosen by the designer based on the
colors in your graphic
• Author information highlighted in a color block on the back cover
• Choice of dark or light color palette
• Optional author photo on back cover

LPB pub ser 20120912
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Custom C6
• Graphic (you supply) covers the top half of the front cover
• Color-coordinated blocks of color with lines separating the
title and subtitle
• Color-coordinated background chosen by the designer
based on the color in your graphic
• Choice of dark or light color palette
• Centered title, subtitle, and author name
• Optional author photo on back cover

Custom C7
• One long, horizontal graphic (you supply) dividing the title and
subtitle
• Textured background (designer will color coordinate the text using
colors from your supplied graphic)
• Choice of dark or light color palette
• Optional author photo on back cover

Custom C8
• Graphic (you supply) centered on the front cover
• Color-coordinated graduated block of color chosen by
the designer based on the color in your graphic
• Centered title, subtitle, and author name
• Optional author photo on back cover

LPB pub ser 20120912
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Complete Font list for covers
Please refer to your publishing package for the fonts available with your package.Depending
on which package you have selected, we offer you a variety of distinctive fonts for your
cover. For easier selection we have categorized them according to what “feel” you would
like your cover to convey: romantic, classic, traditional, modern or bold.

Romantic 1—Janson Italic

A Quick Gray Dog?& 123

Romantic 2—A Garamond Italic

A Quick Gray Dog?& 123

Classic 1—Trump Medieval all caps

A Quick Gray Dog?& 123
Classic 2—Trajan all caps

A Quick Gray dog?& 123

Complete Font list for interior layouts
Choose from one of these time-tested, easy-to-read fonts for the interior of your book. The
chart below lists the options available with each publishing package. Please refer to your
publishing package for the fonts available with your package.

Interior 1—Baskerville

A Quick Gray Dog?& 123
Interior 2—Cremona

A Quick Gray Dog?& 123
Interior 3—Palatino

A Quick Gray Dog?& 123
Quick Guide to Fonts
Cover Fonts
Classic

Classic 3—Palatino

A Quick Gray Dog?& 123
Modern 1—Futura

Janson Italic

Janson Italic

Futura

Trump Medieval
(all caps)

Trump Medieval
(all caps)

A Quick Gray Dog?& 123

A Quick Gray Dog?& 123
A Quick gray Dog?& 123

LPB pub ser 20120912

A Garamond Italic

custom plus
Janson Italic

A Garamond Italic
Trump Medieval
(all caps)

Trajan

Trajan

Palatino
Futura
Ocean

Palatino
Futura
Ocean

(all caps)

Modern 2—Ocean

Bold 1—Helvetica Black all caps

custom

Helvetica Black
(all caps)

(all caps)

Helvetica Black
(all caps)

Interior Fonts
Palatino

Baskerville
Cremona
Palatino

Baskerville
Cremona
Palatino
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ADD-ON SERVICES/CHARGES
Changes (typos, punctuation, spelling, add or
delete text after book has been typeset)
Cover Changes (back, front or spine)
Expedite fee for Classic and Children’s Packages			
Custom Package			
Custom Plus Package			
Copyediting*
Proofreading†
Paper Text & Cover Proof† (PDF proof provided free)
Extensive Text Styling/Design

$25+$2.00 each (“each” is defined
as per sentence affected)
$30 per 1/2 hr.
$300.00
$400.00
$500.00
$0.015 per word
$0.013 per word
$60
$75 minimum charge
(Exact fee to be quoted upon review of the manuscript.)

Citation Notes
50 or less
$75
More than 50
$75+$0.50 for each note more than 50
Indexing Services		
Publisher provides, per mss word
$0.014 per word
Author provides
$100
Copyright Registration
$250
Library of Congress Number
$100
Data/Keyboard Entry (from typewriter copy)
$3.50 per page
Word Document Clean-up
$50 per hour
CD Archive
$100
Graphics\images (extra beyond publishing package)
x $15 each
Graphics\tables (extra beyond publishing package)
x $15 each
Scan graphics from hard copy
x $15 each
Color adjust a cover photo
x $30 per 1/2 hr
Create a high-resolution graphic
x $30 per 1/2 hr
Original cover design (‘from scratch”)
$500, plus you pay for art, photos, etc.
including 1 hour phone consultation
Furnished Cover
$150
Printing Sales Flyers			
Black ink on colored paper
$20 for 50/ $25 for 100 plus shipping
Colored ink on white paper
$40 for 50/ $65 for 100 plus shipping
Deluxe Printed Sales Kit
$425 plus shipping

Now let’s take a closer look at the Add-On Services we
provide so you can decide on those next.

Changes (Alterations)
All changes you request on the proof will incur additional fees. Each
sentence affected is considered one change. Any changes made on the
front, back, or spine of the cover are $30 per 1/2 hour, billed in 1/2-hour
increments, regardless of change.
Expedite Services– Produce Your Book Faster
Fast-track your book through our publishing process for rapid release
to the marketplace.
This service will cut your pre-production* timeline in half.**
• Classic turn time is 1 month
• Custom turn time is 2 months
• Custom Plus turn time is 3 months
* Pre-production includes all services in the Publishing Packages except Addon Services and does not include print manufacturing of books or marketing
materials.
** With expedited services you must review and return your manuscript
according to the schedule we specify.

Copyediting and Proofreading
All authors need someone to fine-tune content and clean up pesky
little errors that become hard to see over time. The longer and more
closely you work on your manuscript, the harder it is to spot an error.
The copyediting and proofreading services we offer bring a fresh eye
to the manuscript. It is highly recommended to purchase these add-on
services to ensure that your book is of the highest quality.*
*This service does not include content editing or content development review.
See Author Tips (page S1 at the back of this booklet) for more information.

(100 each color flyers, postcards, bookmarks)

E-book Services
E-Book Distribution on Kindle only
E-Book Distribution on Lucas Park Books,
Adobe Digital Editions (ADE) DRM protected

$1.50 per finished page
$99 + $1.50 per finished page

*Requires that your manuscript be a MS Word file.
†
If a paper proof is requested with proofreading or copyediting, additional costs apply for entering changes.

Pricing subject to change (due to market fluctuations) with a 30-day notice.
LPB pub ser 20120912
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Copyediting
An experienced copy editor checks your manuscript carefully and corrects
errors in spelling, grammar, and punctuation; verifies or marks crossreferences; and carefully checks your citation references for any missing
data.** We can also check consistency for up to twelve words or twelve short
phrases that you repeat throughout the text. You can provide the list with the
exact spelling and capitalization rules you want us to follow. All copyediting
corrections will be subject to your approval.
The copy editor will make corrections in your electronic file, and you may
either accept or reject each change. You must be able to work in Microsoft Word
to have this service performed.
We use the Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary 10th
edition, commonly accepted grammar rules, and Chicago Manual of
Style. If you have a list of words or phrases for which you want consistent
spelling and capitalization, you will provide that list along with your order
form.
**You are responsible for formatting your citations consistently and for providing all
missing information. LPB will not research and provide missing citation information.

Proofreading or Proofreading as a Second Proof
It is highly recommended that you purchase copyediting and proofreading
together to get your manuscript clean and professional.
Proofreading Only
(without copyediting purchase)

This is one careful read through your manuscript by an experienced
proofreader correcting spelling, grammar, and punctuation errors.
Proofreading as a Second Proof
(with copyediting purchase)

This proofreading is purchased along with copyediting services. The
proofreader does the same job of correcting spelling, grammar, and
punctuation. In this case, it is done after the copy editor has done a first
read. It is highly recommended for the most professional book presentation,
to purchase both services. Two reads through the manuscript minimize
embarrassing errors.

Paper Text and Cover Proof
All our publishing processes are based on electronic proofs going out to you
for review and approval. If you are uncomfortable working electronically or
find it better to work on paper, we can provide you with one paper proof at an
additional fee of $60.00 (for each proofing cycle). Changes cost $25.00 flat fee
plus $2.00 per sentence affected.
We can provide copyediting or proofreading services on a paper proof, but
each change, whether accepted or rejected, will cost 12 cents a word (in
addition to the overall cost of the copyediting service) to cover the labor cost
of adjusting the file. Working in an electronic format is highly recommended if
you wish to purchase copyediting or proofreading services.
Citations
Citations can be placed in your book in several different ways: as endnotes at
the end of the book or at the end of each chapter, or as footnotes on the bottom
of the corresponding page of text.
If your book requires notes at the end of the book, we will typeset each set
of citations by chapter and include a chapter heading preceding each set of
chapter citations. If your book requires footnotes, we will typeset a small rule
line between the text and the footnote, to set it apart from the main text of the
page.
Your citations must be set up in your electronic manuscript according to the
Submission Requirements (page S1 at the back of this booklet).
Word Document Clean-up
Microsoft Word file manuscripts that are out of compliance with our
Submission Requirements will need to be prepped and cleaned up before page
layout. You may do this yourself or hire us to do it.
CD Archive
LPB will archive your book (with its cover) on a CD and send it back to you for
safekeeping. We provide you with PDF and RTF (Rich Text Format) versions of
your final book, including any and all alterations/changes. We will supply you
with two copies of the CD.

For both types of proofreading, the proofreader will make corrections in your
electronic file, and you may either accept or reject each change. You must be
able to work in Microsoft Word.
LPB pub ser 20120912
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Data Entry
We can prepare a word processing file of your manuscript from hard copy. You
must provide a printed, double-spaced hard copy in 12-point type. We will not
accept handwritten copy of any kind.
Indexing
To maximize the usefulness of a nonfiction title, we recommend including an
index. You can create this index yourself, or our indexers will provide you with
an industry-standard, two-level topical index that is personalized to provide
maximum usability for the book’s target audience.
Computer-generated keyword indexes that list a page number for a key term
each time it occurs in the book are overly long and have no logical organization
other than alphabetization. On the other hand, a professional indexer analyzes
your entire book, anticipating line items your reader will most likely want to
find and listing them in an intuitive, accessible manner.
Before handcrafting your one-of-a-kind index, our professional indexer
considers the following four elements that make your book unique: focus,
purpose, audience, organization.
Please note: We craft indexes from the final, formatted, author-approved
typeset pages. Changes made post-indexing may alter the pagination and
detract from the index’s accuracy.
Copyright Registration
Copyright registration officially records at the Library of Congress the
copyright ownership of your book. LPB files all the paperwork (according to
the personal information you provide), files printed copies with the Library of
Congress, and returns the final copyright certificate to you.
Library of Congress Registration
Libraries across the country rely on the Cataloging-in-Print data generated
from the Library of Congress to coordinate all their data systems about books.
This data appears on the copyright page of your book so that any library can
easily catalog your book into its system.

LPB files the appropriate paperwork, coordinates the receipt of the CIP
number, and typesets it on the copyright page. We provide the Library of
Congress with copies for their files.
Printing Sales Flyers (Custom/Custom Plus Customers)
We can provide small quantity printing of sales flyers (50 or 100) at an
additional charge. Flyers printed in black and white will be output on light
green or tan 20 lb. stock. Flyers printed in color will be output on white stock.
Original Cover Design
The original cover design service offers you a professionally designed cover
created in consultation with you. (Consultation for entire process not to exceed one
hour.) You can purchase this add-on service at a discount if you purchase the
Custom or Custom Plus package.
The process includes:
1. Telephone consultation with our designer to discuss:
• Possible cover imagery (You must purchase or provide the final
artwork/photo in addition to the cost of the Original Cover Design
service. Images can range from $150–$400.)
• Possible color palette and fonts
2. Designer works up two concepts for your consideration. These could
be two different cover designs using the same artwork or using two
different images, depending on what is found during research.
3. You receive PDF files showing the two concepts.
4. You select one of the concepts and consult with the designer if any
changes are necessary.
• You are allowed 1/2 hour of design time for alterations to the cover
design of your choice. For work beyond that you are charged
$30 per 1/2 hour, billed in 1/2-hour increments.
• If more concepts and/or images are required beyond what is stated
above, additional charges will apply.
5. You receive a PDF file of the final cover for your approval.

Cataloging-in-Print is not a requirement for a library to carry your book, but
can be a helpful tool if you feel your book would best be suited for libraries
across the country.
LPB pub ser 20120912
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Furnished Cover Design

E-book Services

If you would like to supply your own complete front and back cover, including
the spine, you may do so with this service. LPB will supply you with the
empty cover template made to the specific measurements of your completed
text along with a set of PDF specifications. You will have your own designer
fill the template with your final cover and supply LPB with a PDF to our
specifications. LPB will review the furnished files to make sure they meet
our specifications. You will be responsible for meeting all LPB specification
requirements.
Extensive Text Handling
Books vary widely in how content is presented. The more complex the
presentation, the more costly. Features such as poetry, graphics with text
wrapping around them, pull quotes or other emphasis of text, etc. require
special handling. Here is an example of how LPB will typeset emphasis text
and graphics within the running text (not sidebars).

You will earn 70% royalty on all net sales and be paid on a quarterly basis,
within 90 days after the close of the previous quarter. Payment schedule will
be by June 30 for the quarter ending March 31, September 30 for the quarter
closing June 30, December 31 for the quarter closing September 30, and March
31 for the quarter ending December 31.
E-book File Formats
EPUB file format includes linked footnotes, table of contents, and website links.
The book text of an EPUB file is able to reflow and resize on e-readers for easy
viewing.
EPDF file format is fixed, whole pages, that preserve the look of the finished
printed page. Some e-readers and most computers accept this reading format.
but resizing of the entire page is the only viewing options for the reader. EPDF
file format includes a linked table of contents and website links.
E-book Conversion and Distribution Packages

Pull Quote Example

Graphic Placement Example

Placement of
Graphic

Distribution to Kindle Only— your file will be converted to a fully linked
EPUB format, converted to Kindle format and uploaded onto Amazon. We will
link your Kindle file to your print book.
Distribution via www.LucasParkBooks.com using the Adobe Digital
Editions (ADE), Digitally-Protected EPUB and EPDF platform—your file
will be converted to a fully linked EPUB format and a linked EPDF format and
uploaded to our online ordering system. These products will allow non-Kindle
users to access your e-book on e-readers such as the Nook and to be able to
read your book from their computer. ADE software is free to the end user and
can be registered and linked to six total ADE compatible devices, so readers
can read from multiple locations. Our ADE services provide Digital Rights
Management (DRM) Protection to protect your book against readers copying,
pasting, printing and illegally sharing your book’s content.

If your manuscript requires an extensive amount of such custom typesetting
or you specifically request special typesetting features, an additional charge
applies. Your LPB assoiciate will give you a quote for the additional charges
that apply.
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Deluxe Promotional Printed Sales Kit
We will design, typeset, and print 100 each of four-color 8.5 x 11 flyers, 4 x 6
postcards and 3.5 x 8.5 bookmarks. The bookmark and postcard will print on
both sides. These promotional items can be customized with your own name,
logo, and ordering links. We will ship them to the location of your choice.
Shipping is extra.
Flyer, bookmark, and postcard can display the LPB branding, or instead can be
customized with your name and/or logo and ordering information, or that space can
remain blank. Postcard can show your return address.
Echoes
Reflections on Our
First Fifty Years
by Titus James Benton

Echoes
Reflections on Our
First Fifty Years

Echoes
Reflections on Our
First Fifty Years
by Titus James Benton

Anyone passionate about the
potential of local churches
to reach the lost will benefit
from reading this book, and
people closer to this particular
congregation can celebrate being
a part of such a fine heritage. As
often is recounted in the history
of First Christian, “To God be the
glory!”

by Titus James Benton

I

n the first fifty years of her existence, First Christian
Church of Florissant, Missouri, has grown from a
small gathering of faithful individuals meeting in
a basement to a thriving congregation of over two
thousand members. Along the way, the church has
demonstrated health, stability, and faithfulness.
Echoes: Reflections on Our First Fifty Years is a tribute
to this growth. Completed during the church’s
fiftieth anniversary year, this project outlines the
background, birth, and maturation of this suburban
St. Louis congregation. The pages of this book are
meant to encourage the members of the church
while inspiring all believers to go and do likewise.
A year-by-year reflection on the church’s growth
reveals strategies and principles that fueled
expansion. Seven different “Echo” sections provide
a peek behind the curtain and into the lives of past
and current members, revealing the true heart of
the congregation. Growth charts and a generous
amount of photography illustrate the story well.

Anyone passionate about the potential of local
churches to reach the lost will benefit from
reading this book, and people closer to this
particular congregation can celebrate being a
part of such a fine heritage. As often is recounted in
the history of First Christian, “To God be the glory!”

In the first fifty years of her
existence, First Christian Church
of Florissant, Missouri, has
grown from a small gathering
of faithful individuals meeting
in a basement to a thriving
congregation of over two
thousand members. Along the
way, the church has demonstrated
health, stability, and faithfulness.

TiTus James BenTon holds
a B.A. in Youth Ministry from
St. Louis Christian College and a
M.A. in Church History/Historical
Theology from Lincoln Christian
Seminary. He and his wife, Kari,
have two children.
978-16035-00036
Paperback
$14.99

from Lucas PaRk BOOks
Echoes

978-16035-00036
Paperback
$14.99

Reflections on Our First Fifty Years
by Titus James Benton
In the first fifty years of her existence, First Christian Church of
Florissant, Missouri, has grown from a small gathering of faithful
individuals meeting in a basement to a thriving congregation
of over two thousand members. Along the way, the church has
demonstrated health, stability, and faithfulness.
Anyone passionate about the potential of local churches to reach
the lost will benefit from reading this book, and people closer to
this particular congregation can celebrate being a part of such a fine
heritage. As often is recounted in the history of First Christian, “To
God be the glory!”

www.LucasParkBooks.com
to order

www.LucasParkBooks.com

978-16035-00036 Paperback, $14.99

978-16035-00036
Paperback, $14.99

TiTus James BenTon holds a B.A. in Youth Ministry from
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finishing up

Now you are ready to fill out the Publishing Services Order Form and get your manuscript ready for delivery!

4

Download or request the following order forms or booklets.
■ LPB Publishing Services Order Form
■ LPB Printing Order Form
■ LPB All-in-One Publishing Services Booklet (for extra copies of this booklet)

4

Contact Us

Lucas Park Books
483 E Lockwood Ave Ste 100
Saint Louis, MO 63119
Phone: 314-231-8500, press 0 for an associate to direct your call.
Fax: 314-231-8524
E-mail: lucasparkbooks@chalicepress.com

We are always looking for ways to improve our service to you, so please drop us a note about any

Your
Next Step
service you would like to see offered in the future.

Please check out the Frequently Asked Questions section on our Web site, www.lucasparkbooks.com
for more information.
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Frequently asked questions

■  How long will it take to publish my book?
Once we have all your materials, your signed agreement, and payment, LPB
normally takes between three to five months to transform your book into
printed, bound book form.
The length of time a book takes depends on the services you order and how
long and complicated the book is. Copyediting and proofreading services will
add approximately another month to the publishing process. Again this will
vary depending on the length and complexity of your manuscript and how
long you take to review and approve proofs.
■  What are the basic steps in getting a book published at LPB?
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Copyediting/proofreading (if requested)
Author approves the copyediting/proofreading changes.
Typesetting of interior pages and layout of cover
Author approving the page proofs or requesting corrections
Typesetting the author changes
Author approving page proofs
Getting the book manufactured
Author receiving the book (and sales flyer pdf or sales kit, if ordered)
Databases across the nation being uploaded with the author’s book
information so selling can begin
Creating the LPB book product page and launching it on the Web site

■  Where will my book be sold?
You can sell your book from your own inventory, or readers can buy it from
retail outlets. Your book will be listed on databases available to retailers of all
kinds such as Baker and Taylor and Amazon. Customers may order your book
through a store or through a retailer’s Web site. Your local bookstores can order
and stock your book.
■  What does “net sales” mean?
Net sales is the selling price of your book minus any discounts (that
wholesalers and retailers get to buy and resell your book) minus customer
returns. Occasionally customers return books, and those books are then
subtracted from your sales total. You will not earn royalties on any books
that are returned. Royalties are calculated separately for E-book net sales and
hardcopy book net sales.
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■  What production processes are involved at LPB in getting my

book published?

Once we get your signed Order Form and complete manuscript (with graphics,
according to the Submission Requirements), we carefully review your job to
make sure your unique content fits with the services you ordered. This is an
important evaluation and gives us the opportunity to bring any concerns to
you right away and resolve them before your book enters the book production
process.
Your book is given careful attention throughout all stages of the process. The
text pages (or interior pages) of your book are worked on while the cover is
being designed. Text and cover will join up in the first proof stage so you can
see your entire book at one time.
Basic Publishing Process (without Additional Services)
1. Your manuscript is poured into your chosen Text Design Template and
typeset. During this process careful attention is paid to placing your
graphics, creating tables, placing running headers and footers, lining text
up along the top and bottom margins of the page, and so on.
2. Your title, back cover copy and the LPB logo are assembled according to
the Cover Design Template you choose.
3. A complete proof (in PDF format) is e-mailed to you for your review. (You
may have a paper proof for an additional charge.)
4. You carefully review the proof. This is your last time to make any
changes/alterations to the text before it goes to print manufacturing. It is
expected that changes would be minimal at this time, because cost and
page length are affected.
5. If you have purchased a publishing package that provides you a
marketing sales flyer for your book or a sales kit, a proof is sent to you
with your book proof. You either sign off your approval on the flyer or
kit and book or mark needed changes/alterations and send the materials
back to us. If you have requested changes/alterations, another proof will
be sent to you for your final sign-off. You will incur additional charges for
all changes/alterations and additional paper proofs (if applicable).
6. Once final approval is given, your book goes to the printer. Your free
author copies are sent to you directly (if applicable).
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7. When we receive your order to purchase additional books to be
manufactured, we will order the books and have them delivered directly
to your destination of choice.
8. Your title is uploaded to the distribution channel databases.
9. On March 31 of the following year, you will receive a royalty check
from LPB for the net sales of your title that have occurred through the
distribution channels. Remember, if you purchase books to sell on your
own, you are making money immediately off of those sales based on the
author printing discount that you received on your printed book order.
E-book royalties are on a different schedule. See Add-on Services. Author
printed copies ordered through LPB do not earn royalties.
Publishing Process Including Copyediting and Proofreading
We will copyedit your entire manuscript before your manuscript is poured into
the Text Design templates.
We perform copyediting and proofreading using Microsoft Word software
using the Track Changes feature. We e-mail you an electronic file that shows
the changes we suggest. You retain control by choosing to accept or reject each
change.
If you cannot work in Word 95 or a more recent version of Word, you will have
to pay for a hard copy to be sent to you for your review and approval. There
are additional fees for this service, but we will be glad to provide you hard
copy.
The approved copyedited or proofread version of your manuscript will then
be poured into the Text Design Template. The rest of the production process
follows as stated in the basic production process.
We always keep in mind that it is imperative to keep the voice, tone, and flavor
of your written word in tact, so please know that all queries and changes are
done with that as the utmost criteria.
■  What is the process for an index?
Indexing will be done after all changes/alterations have been approved by you
and a final page count/arrangement has been established. We will typeset an
index provided us by the author or arrange for one of our indexers to do the
work.
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Author-Provided Index
You provide your index to LPB in a word processing program file. This index
will contain all the key words and the final page numbers where the key
words can be found in the finished typeset book. LPB takes the file of the index
and typesets it. You will have a chance to approve the index pages. You are
responsible for the accuracy of the page numbers associated with each key
word in the index.
Most word processing programs have built-in index makers. Please consult
your word processing program for details if you decide to provide the index.
You cannot complete the page location of the index entries until LPB sends
you the final typeset proof that is ready to go to the printer, which includes
all changes/alterations requested. This is because you will not know the final
page location of the typeset manuscript until then.
However, identifying which words/phrases you want to index can be started
at any time. Please see your word processing program for specifics on how
to create an index. LPB will provide you with a final proof (all alterations in
place and typeset to the finished page size) of your book for you to generate
the index with page numbers. You are responsible for the accuracy of the page
numbers associated with each index entry. Any changes/alterations of the
typeset index pages will incur additional fees.
LPB-Generated Index
We will be glad to index your book. See Add-on Services chart for the cost.
We will have a professional indexer identify the key words that need to be
indexed, and the indexer will generate the accurate page numbers and typeset
the index. You will be supplied with page proofs for approval.
Our standard index is a topical index (including proper names), but we also
can provide a scripture index if your book calls for one.
■  How do I pay for alterations/changes I have requested on my

typeset proof?

If you have marked changes on the typeset proof, simply count up how many
sentences you have asked to be changed and count how many sentences you
deleted and added. Each sentence is $2.00 plus the flat rate of $25.00
You simply fill out pages 4 and 5 of a Publishing Services Order Form and send
in your payment.
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■ If I have had my book published previously, can I give LPB

the already designed cover to use?

Yes, for an additional $150.00, and if it is supplied in a software format that we
can use. Please talk to a LPB Associate for details.
■ How can I estimate my manuscript’s final typeset page length?
Your manuscript right now is in a word processing format. The length of this
manuscript version will change after we typeset the book using our Text Design
templates. Once LPB has completed typesetting your book and you get your
page proof of the layout, you will have a very close idea of finished page length
(indexes and changes can still affect final page length).
We have put together a fun math tool to give you an idea or ballpark estimate, of
the page length of your current manuscript. We hope you find this helpful and
fun to use. This will only give you an estimate because images/graphics, tables
and such affect finished page length tremendously. LPB will establish a final
page count when the pages are typeset and all changes have occurred.
Using the Page Length Tool
To use our math tool you will need to find and record the character count from
your manuscript file. Do the following:
• In your word processing program, open the file that contains your complete
manuscript.
• Make sure no text is selected.
• In Word, go to Tools (on the menu bar) and select Word Count.
• If you have notes in your file, please check the box in Word Count to include
footnotes and endnotes.
• Let the word processor calculate.
1. Record the “characters with spaces” count from your manuscript and
divide by the characters per page listed in the chart below. This is the
estimated number of pages your manuscript text will fill.
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Trim size

Character count
per page

5.5 x 8.5

2000

7 x 10 no sidebars

2800

7 x 10 with sidebars

2200

8.25 x 11 no sidebars

3400

8.25 x 11 with sidebars

3700

2. Now take the number of tables, charts, graphics, photos, etc. that you
have and divide it by 3. That is the approximate number of pages your
images/graphics will fill.
3. Now add 6 pages if you are adding an index.
4. Now add 4 more pages.
5. Total up all the column of numbers to get your total estimated pages.

1. Characters with spaces

__________ ÷ ________ =_________ (pages of typeset text)

(for entire manuscript)		
(from chart)
*If your character count is between 60,00 and 240,00 ÷ 1200

2. Total graphics, tables

__________

3. Index          ❏ yes   ❏ no

If yes

4. Add 4 pages		
5. Total estimated tradebook pages

÷ 3 =		 _________ (pages for graphics etc.)
+6 = _________ (pages for index)
4
+4 = _________
Total	 _________ (add the above)

*Please note: we cannot produce a book with fewer than 60,000 characters with spaces.

■  If I am applying for copyright permission, how do I establish the

page count of my printed book and the date it will be published?
1. Refer to the question and answer above on estimating final page length
to calculate it. It is fine to give the copyright holder that estimated page
length.

2. Use a publication date that is 4 to 5 months after the date you plan to send
in your manuscript, order form, and payment to LPB.
■  What is DRM—Digital Rights Management?
It is an electronic security layer that is wrapped around your electronic book to
help protect it from being copied and printed without your consent or for free.
Like all electronic safety measures it is not 100% secure. We recommend you
use Google Alert to keep tabs on any illegal uses of your e-book. This tool can
help you quickly request that illegal copies be removed from the Internet.
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